Development of a New All-Wheel Drive Control System
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The new all-wheel drive control system has been developed to improve stability on slippery road and handling performance on dry road. This control system realized advanced safety and controllability in the aspect of vehicle dynamics under various road/operating conditions by the estimation of the coefficient of road friction (μ) and development of cooperative controls with ABS, TCS (Traction Control System) and braking system for yaw control (VDC). The μ estimator was based on parameter identification law in adaptive control theory, and added effective modification according to lateral acceleration of vehicle to improve response of estimation. In the experimental results, the μ estimator fulfilled its expectations, and our production car equipped with this control system showed sufficient handling performance, stability and controllability for an all-wheel drive vehicle under various road/operating conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, various chassis control systems were developed to improve safety in the aspect of vehicle dynamics. Along with this, sensors which used to yaw control systems were developed and became popular; for example, steering angle sensor, yaw velocity sensor, and acceleration sensor. Moreover, to achieve optimum and robustness of chassis controls under various situations, many attempts to estimate road conditions were published.

The new all-wheel drive control system (new VTD control; Variable Torque Distribution) has been developed to improve stability and handling performance under various road/operating conditions. This system use sensor signals for braking force control system (VDC; Vehicle Dynamics Control) which improves stability of vehicle, and includes cooperative controls with ABS, TCS and VDC to optimize the control performance for an all-wheel drive vehicle.

In this paper, the estimation technology to detect the coefficient of road friction (μ) which is the core of the new VTD control, and experimental results of vehicle equipped with this control system are presented.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

TRANSFER

Figure 1 shows a main cross section of an automatic transmission equipped with the new VTD control. An electronically controlled hydraulic transfer clutch is combined with center differential gear. This differential gear is in the form of composite planetary gear system without starter ring. It is light weight and compact and does not place any limits on the torque distribution ratio.

The output torque of the transmission is distributed 36% to front wheels and 64% to rear wheels by this center differential gear. It improves the handling performance on high μ road when the hydraulic transfer clutch is open. On the other hand, when the low μ condition is detected or the yaw motion of vehicle is disturbed, the actual torque distribution is modified by the transfer clutch control to retain stability and safety for an all-wheel drive vehicle.

Figure 1 - New VTD transfer
CONSTRUCTION OF CONTROLLERS

Figure 2 shows the construction of controllers for the new VTD. In this system, controller area network (CAN) is used to build a efficient construction of sensors. First, sensor signals required to this all-wheel drive control system are inputted to the VDC controller. The corrected value of sensor signals are inputted to the controller of this all-wheel drive control system which included in the automatic transmission (E-AT) through the CAN. In the same way, operating states of VDC are inputted to realize the cooperative control with VDC. It achieves high controllability of wheel speed for ABS, TCS and VDC.

E-AT controller detects road condition (μ) and operating condition according to sensor signals for the transmission control and VDC. E-AT controller drives a PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) solenoid valve which controls hydraulic pressure of the transfer clutch.

CONTROL ALGORITHM

OUTLINE OF NEW VTD CONTROL

Control according to estimated μ

A basic value of the transfer torque (transferable torque of the clutch) is set according to the estimated μ. As shown in figure 3, tractive torque on the rear wheels are increased when the estimated μ is high, so that an sufficient handling performance which brought by the torque distribution ratio of the center differential is achieved. On the other hand, when the estimated μ is low, the transfer torque is increased, and the stability of the vehicle is improved.

Yaw velocity feedback control

The transfer torque according to the estimated μ is modified according to a deviation between actual yaw velocity and target yaw velocity. The target yaw velocity is calculated from steering angle and vehicle speed. When actual yaw velocity is smaller than the target yaw velocity (understeer behavior is excessive), the transfer torque is decreased to improve steering response. The other way, the transfer torque is increase when actual yaw velocity is large (oversteering behavior), so that stability of vehicle is improved. It insure a driver against unexpected spin motion of vehicle.

Control according to steering angle

To get smooth differential function of the center differential, in order to reduce a running drag and to improve a steer feeling in tight turn, the transfer torque is decreased according to steering angle when the vehicle speed is very low. However, the transfer torque is not decreased below a value setting from estimated μ. It keep the vehicle stable when the vehicle makes a standing start with steer on slippery road.

Control for throttle-off in cornering

If the throttle is rapidly released in hard cornering or on slippery road, the vehicle may show oversteering behavior. In the new VTD control, when hard cornering is observed from yaw velocity and vehicle speed, and an throttle-off situation is detected, the transfer torque is increased to retain sufficient stability.

Control during braking or ABS operates

When the center differential is locked, wheel speed of each wheels can not be controlled independently. The other hand, especially on icy road, vertical load of rear wheel may be insufficient to recover it's wheel speed quickly from nearly wheel lock situation. A optimum distribution of a engine braking torque and inertia of engine and transmission between front and rear wheels has a effect of improving recovery of rear wheel speed. In the new VTD control, when hard braking with ABS operates or forecasted of the operation of ABS, the transfer torque is set to suitable value to improve controllability of wheel speed for ABS.

Control during TCS operates

When TCS(Traction Control System) operates, a suitable transfer torque corresponding to the vehicle speed is applied to decrease interference of drive train. It not only improves controllability of wheel speed of each wheels on split μ surface, but also prevents simultaneous wheel slip of all wheels which brings unstable behavior of an all-wheel drive vehicle. By this control, an enough traction performance and stability as an all-wheel drive vehicle are achieved under various road/operating conditions.

Control during VDC operates

To secure a high performance of handling and stability for an all-wheel drive vehicle, and to improve safety and controllability under critical situations, the transfer torque is controlled according to the operation state of VDC.

Figure 2 - Construction of controllers

Figure 3 - Transfer torque according to estimated μ
LOGIC OF $\mu$ ESTIMATION

The $\mu$ estimation is realized by the identification of actual cornering stiffness of tire in the adaptive model of vehicle dynamics. It based on parameter identification law of adaptive control theory. In this control system, $\mu$ is estimated by comparing identified value of cornering stiffness of tire with reference value on the high $\mu$ road.

As the $\mu$ estimation technology, many papers (1)–(8) which used adaptive control theory including the estimation of cornering stiffness of tire were published. In papers of (9)–(13), $\mu$ estimation from the acceleration of vehicle when ABS/TCS operates or the braking/driving force acts on vehicle were proposed and has been put to practical use. Moreover, method (14), (15) detect $\mu$ from the self aligning torque of tire which acts on steering system.

In the new VTD control, we chose the parameter identification law of adaptive control theory for unnecessary of additional sensors, and robustness and sensitivity of estimation. Figure 4 shows the outline of $\mu$ estimator.

In addition, we use modification of $\mu$ estimation based on the lateral acceleration of vehicle to improve response of steering. This modification is also effective when input signals for parameter identification is not sufficient. Because, In adaptive control theory, identification signals must have the PE (Persistently Exciting) characteristic.

Figure 5 shows linearized 2-wheels model of vehicle dynamics. The response of yaw velocity $\Psi(t)$ depends on steering angle $\theta_{\mu}$. It can be represented as follows (3).

$$ G(p)\Psi(t) = H_f(p)\theta_{\mu}(t) \quad \cdots \cdot (1) $$

$$ G(p) = p^2 - a_{\mu 1} \cdot 2/V p + a_{\mu 2} \cdot (2/V)^2 + 2 \cdot a_{\mu 3} $$

$$ a_{\mu 1} = a_{\mu 1} \cdot a_{\mu 2} $$

$$ a_{\mu 2} = a_{\mu 1} \cdot a_{\mu 2} - a_{\mu 1} \cdot a_{\mu 1} $$

$$ a_{\mu 3} = a_{\mu 2} $$

$$ H_f(p) = b_{\mu 1} \cdot p + b_{\mu 2} \cdot (2/V) $$

$$ b_{\mu 1} = b_1 $$

$$ b_{\mu 2} = a_{\mu 1} \cdot b_1 - a_{\mu 1} \cdot b_1 $$

$$ p \cdot \text{derivative operator} $$

$$ a_{11} = -(L_f^2 \cdot K_f + L_r^2 \cdot K_r) / I_z $$

$$ a_{12} = -(L_f \cdot K_f - L_r \cdot K_r) / I_z $$

$$ a_{21} = -(L_f \cdot K_r / M) $$

$$ a_{22} = -(K_f + K_r) / M $$

$$ b_1 = 2 \cdot L_f \cdot K_f / (I_z \cdot n) $$

$$ b_2 = 2 \cdot K_f / (M \cdot n) $$

$$ V \cdot \text{vehicle speed} \quad n \cdot \text{steering gear ratio} $$

$$ M \cdot \text{mass of vehicle} \quad I_z \cdot \text{yaw inertia of vehicle} $$

$$ L_f, L_r \cdot \text{distance between front and rear wheels to c.g.} $$

$$ K_f, K_r \cdot \text{cornering stiffness of tire} $$

In this model, the cornering stiffness of tire includes the effect of suspension. Where we introduce stable polynomial expression $Q(p)$ and $D(p)$ as follows.

$$ Q(p) = Q_1(p) \cdot D(p) \quad \cdots \cdot (2) $$

$$ Q_1(p) = p + q_i \cdot (q_i > 0) $$

$$ D(p) = p + d_i \cdot (d_i > 0) $$

by use of this stable polynomial expression, non-minimal realization of Eq (1) is

$$ \Psi(t) = \left[ (q_i + d_i) \cdot p + q_i \cdot d_i \right] Q^{-1}(p) \cdot \theta_{\mu}(t) $$

$$ \Rightarrow \left[ a_{\mu 1} \cdot (2/V) \cdot p - a_{\mu 2} \cdot (2/V)^2 \right] - 2 \cdot a_{\mu 3} Q^{-1}(p) \cdot \theta_{\mu}(t) $$

$$ + \left[ b_{\mu 1} \cdot p + b_{\mu 2} \cdot (2/V) \right] Q^{-1}(p) \cdot \theta_{\mu}(t) \quad \cdots \cdot (3) $$

The following equation is equivalent to Eq (3).

$$ \eta(t) = \xi \cdot \xi(t) \quad \cdots \cdot (4) $$

$$ \eta(t) = \Psi(t) - \left[ (q_i + d_i) \cdot p + q_i \cdot d_i \right] Q^{-1}(p) \cdot \psi(t) $$

$$ \xi = \left[ a_{\mu 1} \cdot a_{\mu 2} \cdot a_{\mu 3} \cdot b_{\mu 1} \cdot b_{\mu 2} \right] $$

$$ \xi = \left[ Q^{-1} \left( (2/V) \cdot \psi(t) - (2/V)^2 \right) \right] \cdot \psi(t) $$

$$ - 2 \cdot \psi(t) \cdot p \cdot \theta_{\mu}(t) \cdot \left( 2/V \right) \cdot \theta_{\mu}(t) $$
In a discrete-time system, parameter identification law is expressed as follows. In our system, \( \Gamma (k) \) is a function of vehicle speed.

\[
\dot{\xi}(k+1) = \dot{\xi}(k) + \Gamma(k)\dot{\xi}(k)\varepsilon(k)/(1 + z^T(k)\dot{\xi}(k))
\]  
\[\varepsilon(k): \text{augmented error (identification error)}\]  
\[\varepsilon(k) = \eta(k) - \dot{\xi}^T(k)\dot{\xi}(k)\]  
\[\eta(k) = \xi(k) - k(k)\]  
\[
\text{Equation (5)}
\]

\( k(k) \): augmented error (identification error)
\( \eta(k) \): reference value of cornering stiffness of tire

Assuming that parameters except cornering stiffness of tire are constant, estimated value of cornering stiffness of tire can be calculated from \( \dot{\xi}_1(1) \) and \( \dot{\xi}_3(1) \). We define estimated value \( \mu_a \) using parameter identification law as follows.

\[
\mu_a = (\dot{K}_f / K_{f0} + \dot{K}_r / K_{r0})/2
\]  
\[\dot{K}_f, \dot{K}_r: \text{reference value of cornering stiffness of tire (on high } \mu \text{ road)}\]  
\[\text{Equation (7)}\]

Finally, estimated \( \mu \) is modified according to filtered lateral acceleration signal. Moreover, other parameters of the adaptive vehicle model are modified to keep effect of this modification after the lateral acceleration is reduced.

\[
\begin{cases}
\mu = \mu_a (\mu_a \geq \mu_{min}) \\
\mu = \mu_{min} (\mu_a < \mu_{min})
\end{cases}
\]  
\[\mu_{min}: \text{absolute value of filtered lateral acceleration}\]  
\[\text{Equation (8)}\]

Additionally, to improve robustness of parameter identification logic which considers unmodelled dynamics, there are many studies of modification technique; for example, parameter projection method is published (16).

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

The experimental results by our production car equipped with the new VTD control is expressed as follows.

**RESULTS OF \( \mu \) ESTIMATION**

Figure 6 shows the \( \mu \) estimation result on proving ground of low \( \mu \) road (\( \mu = 0.1 \)). The estimated \( \mu \) had been reset to 0.5 before this experiment. The estimated \( \mu \) decreased according to the steer input, the low \( \mu \) condition was detected.

On the other hand, figure 7 shows the estimated \( \mu \) under somewhat aggressive driving on the proving ground of dry asphalt road. The estimated \( \mu \) was increased by the parameter identification law and modified by the lateral acceleration of vehicle, and the high \( \mu \) road was detected. There was momentary decrease of estimated \( \mu \) caused by unmodelled dynamics of the adaptive vehicle model. But, by the modification of lateral acceleration of vehicle, estimated \( \mu \) was recovered soon.

Experimental results of \( \mu \) estimation under various road/operating conditions are summed up in table 1. It shows that the \( \mu \) estimation applied to our production car could surely detect low \( \mu \) road. For an all-wheel drive vehicle, it is very important to improve stability on snow covered road or icy road.

*Figure 6 - Experimental result of \( \mu \) estimation on low \( \mu \) road*

*Figure 7 - Experimental result of \( \mu \) estimation on high \( \mu \) road*

**Table 1 - Experimental results of \( \mu \) estimation under various conditions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Road / Operating condition</th>
<th>Estimated ( \mu )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry asphalt (proving ground)</td>
<td>Somewhat aggressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Usual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry asphalt</td>
<td>Usual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packed snow</td>
<td>Usual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basalt tile (proving ground)</td>
<td>Side slipped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice (proving ground)</td>
<td>Side slipped</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated ( \mu )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Images of experimental results]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESULTS OF VEHICLE DYNAMICS

Figure 8 shows trace line of c.g. and slip angle of all-wheel drive vehicles when accelerating while turning on a wet asphalt. In this test, steering angle was fixed. An excellent handling performance and stability were achieved by the new VTD control.

On the other hand, when the center differential was open, tractive force of rear wheels were too large to retain stability of vehicle. This vehicle showed spin motion. In the opposite way, when the center differential was locked, understeer behavior was too excessive to achieve excellent handling performance. Our conventional all-wheel drive control system which was not equipped with μ estimation showed enough stability, but transfer clutch torque was rather large under this situation. This control has been developed to improve stability on more slippery road.

Figure 9 shows appreciation results of steering behaviour on snow covered road under usual operating condition. We introduce the momentary stability factor (S.F.) (17) as the index of the steering behaviour of vehicle.

\[
K = \frac{\frac{\theta_H}{n} \cdot \frac{V}{L} - 1}{\psi^2} \quad \cdots \quad (9)
\]

\(K\) : momentary stability factor \\
\(L\) : wheelbase

From the average of momentary S.F., it can be said that the new VTD control had moderate steering behaviour the same as locked center differential. New VTD control system detected slippery road condition, and the enough transfer torque was applied. Moreover, the new VTD control improves variance and distortion of momentary S.F..

\[
\text{Distortion} = \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \cdot \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( x_i - \bar{X} \right)^2 f_i
\]

\(\sigma\) : standard deviation \\
\(m\) : total frequency \\
\(\bar{X}\) : average \\
\(f_i\) : frequency

The vehicle which center differential was open showed small distortion too, but the average of momentary S.F. was small. This shows possibility of changing to oversteer behaviour. On the other hand, the vehicle which center differential was locked showed positive and large value of distortion. It explains possibility of excessive understeer behaviour. The transfer torque control of yaw velocity feedback according to target yaw velocity which applied new VTD control system brought stable steering behaviour of vehicle.
COOPERATED CONTROL WITH VDC

Figure 10 shows the time domain data of wheel speed and hydraulic pressures of brake during VDC operation on icy road. When the center differential was open, recovery of wheel speed after release of braking force was slow. On the other hand, when the center differential was locked, counter torque of braking force was acts on opposite side wheel. It caused other wheels from the wheel applied braking force slipped up.

In the new VTD control, the controllability of wheel speed was improved by the optimizing of transfer torque control when VDC operated, and excellent safety was achieved as an all-wheel drive vehicle equipped with VDC.

CONCLUSION

The all-wheel drive control system to improve handling performance and stability has been developed. It was realized by the efficient constructions of sensors for VDC with the CAN and the development of the estimation technology to detect road conditions.

1) The estimation technology has been put to practical use by adding the modification to parameter identification law of adaptive control theory according to lateral acceleration of vehicle.

2) We obtained the experimental results which showed the effects of optimized transfer torque control according to estimation and yaw velocity feedback to improve handling performance and stability under various road/operating conditions.

3) Enough stability and controllability for an all-wheel drive vehicle under critical situations were achieved by the cooperated control with VDC.
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